ALLYSON WHITNEY FOUNDATION

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
Do you believe no life should be interrupted by cancer?
Our Mission:
The **Allyson Whitney Foundation** is a 501©3 nonprofit organization that empowers and fights for the interests of young adults with rare cancers. Our vision is to shine a spotlight on an underserved demographic of young adults and to place an emphasis on rare cancer research.

What we do:

**Life Interrupted Grants**
AWF primarily provides individuals **Life Interrupted Grants™** to ease their financial burden, so they may concentrate their energy on healing.

**Other Initiatives**
To fund an innovative **RNA Project** at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center to correlate small cell lung to small cell cervical. Most importantly, the data that is accumulated is shared worldwide.

To distribute **HOPE comfort bags** filled with soothing, healing products to hospital infusion suites.
You CAN make a difference by joining our Ambassador Program
ABOUT

The AWF Ambassador program is a recruitment initiative for passionate, self motivated individuals to join a fast growing national organization.

AWF is a grassroots organization that is fully volunteer based, filling a much needed gap in this nation.

This is a unique opportunity to co-create a role and develop mission critical new systems.
An Ambassador will:

- Gain invaluable fundraising experience
- Collaborate with others around the country to bring awareness and needs for a young adult cancer patient
- Hold an official title to mark your experience, that could launch you down a new career path
- Have the opportunity to gain deep experience in an area where you may have tons of passion and even skill, just not formal experience
- Receive a welcome packet from AWF
An Ambassador Needs to:

- Know the mission and pursuit of the Allyson Whitney Foundation
- Be passionate about advocating for AWF
- Be ready for a 2 year (renewable) commitment
- Host at least one event per year that directly benefits AWF
- Have the ability to balance idea generation with execution
- Be enthusiastic for working with a nimble, startup-esque organization that has a developing infrastructure
- Be willing to not just “do” but also help us to develop systems and make our work sustainable after your fellowship
What does it look like?

Quarterly check-ins to leverage our collective strengths;
To create a high impact network committed to advocacy, innovation and philanthropy.

YOU CAN:

Share brand messages on social networks
Give feedback on marketing message for product launch
Give ideas for new products
Write editorial for new products or website Shoebox blog
Deliver HOPE comfort bags to your home location
Contact
info@allysonwhitney.org

We look forward to your input and creativity to further enhance the Allyson Whitney Foundation